GLASS PENETRATION: 11/16"
ALTERNATE FIXED STILE

LEAD STILE AS FIXED STILE

FRAME DEPTH

1 5/16" FOR SILL PAN

EXTERIOR
SINGLE GLAZE OPTION

2
SINGLE GLAZING

SINGLE GLAZE ADAPTER

EXTERIOR

3\frac{13}{16}" FRAME DEPTH

\frac{1}{16}" SILL PAN

4" SILL PAN DEPTH

4\frac{3}{8}"
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

OPTIONAL POCKET JAMB WITH HEAD BUMPERS

1"  2 7/8"  2"

1/4"

POCKET WIDTH EXTERIOR
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

4

J–POST POCKET INTERLOCKER

POCKET WIDTH

(D.O.)

EXTERIOR

5/16"
POCKET WALL OPTIONS

5

L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER

POCKET WIDTH (D.O.)

EXTERIOR

3"
DOOR COLLECTOR OPTION

6

DOOR COLLECTOR
W/ POCKET CLOSER

POCKET CLOSER

DOOR COLLECTOR

1"

POCKET WIDTH

DAYLIGHT WIDTH (D.O.)

EXTERIOR